
How to Create an Automated Sales Process
Day 2: Unlocking Your Hidden Goldmine - Targeting Your First Prospect 

List



Thank you!!!

Nearly $1900 Dollars Raised! 



The surefire way to 
grow your business is to get in front of more prospects 

and book more appointments.

That is the key to getting more clients, making a much 
greater impact, having more freedom, and making more 

money.



88% of business owners report that 
they consistently struggle with cash 
flow.

What’s the difference between them 
and the 12% who do not have cash flow 

problems?

The 12% have systems in place to 
consistently bring in new prospects, 
appointments and clients.



With a reliable system for generating a steady flow of 
appointments or opportunities, this doesn’t have to 

happen.

You can get off the cash flow rollercoaster.



The most successful businesses are proactive 
with lead generation.  

You can’t rely on passive marketing, word of 
mouth, and referrals.

Key Takeaway #1



Trust should be at the center of everything you 
do.

Key Takeaway #2



By implementing this system we’ve helped clients proactively reach out to 
prospects and generate billions of dollars in new sales and contracts.





Key Concept:

Who?





I’ve taught hundreds of business owners and 
entrepreneurs how to effectively build sales 

processes…

What’s the #1 thing I’ve learned?



You need to fill the tank to keep the 
engine running!



“Since following your systems, I’ve added over 1000 
healthcare executives (my niche prospects), lined up 
speaking gig in May in front of 500 healthcare execs, and 
have potential client work with a hospital in Toronto, and 
accounting department at a Toronto university.

- Michael Levitt, Owner of Breakfast Leadership



How can you do that efficiently?



Keep It Simple

“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.”
~ Leonardo Da Vinci



Prospect > Lead > Client



“The business schools reward 
difficult complex behavior more 

than simple behavior, but 
simple behavior is more 

effective.”

Warren Buffett
Chairman & CEO,

Berkshire Hathaway



The Prospecting Treasure Map

1. The Hidden Goldmine **
2. 3rd Party Databases
3. Social Prospecting



Today is about finding your initial 
test group to build your system 

around.



“I followed the advice you gave during the training week, I 
sent an email to my contacts that were “dormant” from the 
past couple years and the results were 4 customers 
contacting me again just this week.

I've now got some checking our apartments and houses, 
both are very interested in buying.”

- Diego Cruz, Real Estate



“We used to attend tradeshows and networking events, but 
did not have a process for efficiently reaching out to the 
contacts we made there and converting them to leads or 
clients. We had stacks of business cards as a big to-do list of 
people to reach out to. 

We then started using this system to reach out to those 
contacts, instantly taking care of a whole stack of cards, and 
found excellent open rates and conversion. 

Since then, we have reached out to cold prospects using the 
same sequence of emails, and have found more conversion 
and interest.
 
This allows us to focus on customizing the message and the 
prospecting, and takes care of the nitty-gritty time-sucking 
tasks for us. This system allows you to spend your time 
where its most valuable.
- Mary Ann Collishaw, Apps Canada



“Before a recent conference I sent out a campaign to 950 prospects 
that were going to be in attendance.

Using Josh’s process to deliver that message I generated over 200 
responses, set-up over 60 appointments and landed 2 clients 
immediately - before the conference even started.”

- Chris Drashner, The Remedy Group



The Hidden Goldmine



The Hidden Goldmine



3rd Party Databases



“The system has allowed me to build a sequence 
of campaigns that educate like-minded people to 

take action. 

I started with zero and I have about 20 new 
customers and 4 recommendations on 

partnering since beginning a few months ago. 

The system has become a significant marketing 
arm of my organization, like a member of my staff.”

- Diane Wells, Supply Justice



Social Prospecting







“My revenue doubled after working with Josh and the team. 
And it’s continued to double every year I’ve stuck with 
them. 

I went from 100 clients to 212+ clients in just that first year. If 
you’re a small business and need clients, you’ve got to have 
a system like this in place.
 
- Mike Mertz, Mertz-International Limited





“I just wanted to share with you how 
many people have viewed this post 
you guys did for us. It seems to still be 
growing. Great job!! 

The most we've ever had with how we 
used to approach social media was 
500 views and this is over 21,000 
right now. Needless to say our 
expectation has gone through the 
roof! Well done.”





HW:
1. Find your sample prospects to build your 

campaign around. (Aim for 5-10)
a. For now…no more than 20.



Access our leading outreach templates to convert more 
prospects into leads and appointments…

Get a hand-held tour of how to build out your first personal 
email automation sequence with Connect 365…

Prep your campaign so you are ready to launch next week!

Tomorrow’s Session:



Why...

WHAT’S EXPECTED, PATTERN INTERRUPT, 
EXCLUSIVITY, INVOLVE THEM





The Lead Generator System: (4 modules of Online Lead Generation and Sales training - videos, workbooks, scripts, templates) - 

$3000 value

Hand-Delivered Prospect List Every Month – 100-200 per month ($1497 value)

Automated Posting to your Social Media Accounts ($500 annual)

Done-for-You Custom Written Posts per month –30/month ($3000)

Personal Email Campaigns Automated with Connect 365 ($2,400 annually)

1-on-1 Campaign Coach - who will help you set up, manage and gameplan your entire system ($5000 value)

What’s included:

Powered 
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A Fully Done-with-You System to Build an Automated 
Lead Generation Campaign…Start-to-Finish!





So how can you get started?...



If all that sounds good to you, then 
I’m excited to personally invite you 
to join us in 

The Lead Generator Turnkey!
…Space is limited!

Connect365.io/Turnkey



The Lead Generator System: (4 modules of Online Lead Generation and Sales training - videos, workbooks, scripts, 

templates) - $3000 value

Hand-Delivered Prospect List Every Month – 100-200 per month ($1497 value)

Automated Posting to your Social Media Accounts ($500 annual)

Done-for-You Custom Written Posts per month –30/month ($3000 value)

Personal Email Campaigns Automated with Connect 365 ($2,400 annually)

1-on-1 Campaign Coach - who will help you set up, manage and gameplan your entire system ($5000 value)

Fast-Movers: Outbound Sales Mastery Mastermind (Value: $5,000)

What’s included:

Finally, a proactive system to generate leads 
AND clients on autopilot!
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$997 
 for 3-Months 

Access!

Connect365.io/Turnkey
Get Started Today At:

TOTAL VALUE: 

$20,397+



Get Started at…

Then just:

Just $166 a month after 
that!!!

To keep your email campaigns and social media content going.

Connect365.io/Turnkey





Questions???


